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Enhanced publications defi nition from 
DRIVER-II project: 
“Publications extended by three information 
categories:
  Research data
  Special/additional materials
  Post-published data”
Situation in the Czech Republic
  New term
  Uncharted area
  Not regulated in legislation
Aim: to fi nd out situation of enhanced 
publications at research institutions in 
the Czech Republic 
  What type of research data arise?
  How are they stored and archived?
  Are they made available?
  Do the real enhanced publications (i.e. research 
publications linked directly to research data) exist?
Research Methodology
  Target audience: Research institutions (public research institutions, private, 
other…) – 113
  Representatives of institutions connected with institutional research activities 
selected
  Form of inquiry: Structured questionnaire 
  19 questions, online application
  September 11 – October 7, 2013
  Contact: Email with link to questionnaire to selected representatives
  After two weeks, telephone calls to all institutions which had not yet answered 
questionnaire 
Institution type 
Institutes of 
Academy of 
Sciences 
Public research 
institutions 
Private research 
institutions 
Other research 
institutions Total
Number of addresses 54 21 34 4 113
Number of responses 33 14 16 2 65
Negative replies 2 0 1 1 4
What data is generated during the 
course of your research?
Multiple choice (total responses: 293)
Where and how are research data stored 
(multiple choice)?
Multiple choice (total responses: 107)
Creative Commons
Defi nition: “A Creative Commons (CC) license is one 
of several public copyright licenses that enable the 
free distribution of an otherwise copyrighted work. 
A CC license is used when an author wants to give 
people the right to share, use and build upon a work 
that they have created.“ 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creative_Commons_license
  Do research institutions use CC or do they plan to?
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Manner of Data Storing
 On workstations of individual research 
workers
 In directory on (common) server
 In central digital repository of an 
institution
 Other
Use of Creative Commons
 Yes
 No, but it is planned
 No, not decided about using yet
 No, it isn’t planned
  Most often, research workers, appointed library 
or IT department personnel, or scientifi c assistants 
manage data 
  54 % of respondents archive data for more than 
10 years
  Some institutions are considering the possibility 
of building a central data repository or institutional 
repository
Are data linked to research publications?
Multiple choice for Yes (total responses: 62):
Yes 38
No 27
  Joint data storage with publication in digital form 
on website (15)
  Joint data storage with publication in digital form 
in repository (15)
  Information on data availabile in records 
(metadata) of a publication (15)
  References from publication to data stored in 
digital form (14)
  44 % of participating institutions plan to start 
linking data with publications
Are data available for other research 
workers?
Multiple choice for Yes (total responses: 84):
Yes 44
No 21
  Personal visit to 
workplace (full-time 
study, conversation, 
personal handover of 
data) (28)
  Data sending by email, 
via FTP, or in another 
manner (25)
  Online on website (15)
  Online in digital 
repository (9)
Reasons for inaccessibility
  Risk of data misuse
  Commercial research –
– proprietary data 
  Fear of competition
  Part of intellectual 
property of research 
workers, know-how of 
institution
  Subject of patent 
protection
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Research data from measuring
Accompanying material – visual 
documentation
Research data from experiments
Research data from testing
Accompanying material – videos
Research data from surveys
Accompanying material – models
Accompanying material – schemes
Research data from statistical investigation
Post-published data reviews
Post-published data evaluation
Accompanying material – algorithms
Post-published data – comments
Accompanying material – plans
Accompanying material – audio materials
Other
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